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furthermore, 5nine manager is a robust solution that supports remote login to windows server, including on windows server 2012 r2, windows server 2012, windows server 2008 r2 sp1, and windows server 2008. therefore, you can manage multiple windows servers using a single
tool. you can also backup your remote connection tools, including their configuration files. moreover, you can easily install and uninstall remote connection tools from the included tool and the configuration files. finally, with 5nine manager, you can easily manage all of your hyper-

v servers. it departments are responsible for managing and controlling access to an ever-growing inventory of on-site and off-site servers, computers and devices. yet relying on multiple remote connection tools and password managers is inefficient, frustrating and unsecure.
instead of being treated to streamlined clarity, it pros, sysadmins and help desk technicians struggle with ongoing chaos. the solution is to centralize remote connection technologies, remote machine data, password management, and access control on a platform that is secure,

scalable, and refreshingly simple to use. 5nine manager offers centralized management of remote connection tools and password management, enabling users to remotely connect to servers, computers and devices, initiate remote connections, manage remote machines, as well
as control access to remote machines, data, and resources. 5nine manager is designed to fit into your existing security architecture, whether it is infrastructure, perimeter, or application. it is not meant to replace any specific remote connection tools, nor is it meant to provide a

remote connection tool, but rather to provide an efficient and secure way to control remote connections. the program's main focus is on remote connections, and it provides a way to manage and control remote desktop services (rds) connections and hyper-v's vpn connections. it
also offers remote access for users, computer administrators, and data and resource managers.
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